
support themselves: “The one who is unwilling 
to work shall not eat” (2 Thessalonians 3:10). 

The redistribution of wealth mandated by 
Marxism destroys accountability

and the biblical work ethic. Jesus’ parable in 
Matthew 25:14–30 clearly teaches our 

responsibility to serve God with our (private) 
resources. There is no way to reconcile Marxism 

with the parable of the talents.
  
  Keep in mind most of the far left in this 
country are national socialists. Don’t be 
confused by their hatred of Russia (the former 
Soviet Union). They only hate Russia because 
it is an international socialist regime. The 
American far left looks at Russia as just 
another imperialist nation looking to take 
over the world. The Soviet style social 
revolution is an immediate, overwhelmingly 
violent, international/external revolution 

Stephanie’s News
Always being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a 

reason for the hope that is within you. 1 Peter 3:15

A Rising Approval of 
Socialism in America
    According to a recent Gallup Poll, 43% of 
Americans today think socialism would be a good 
thing for the country. 51% think socialism would be 
a bad thing for the country. This is in vast contrast 
to 1942 where 25% of Americans thought socialism 
would be a good thing for the country and 40% 
thought it would be a bad thing for the country. 
34% had no opinion. The good news — the number 
of people against socialism has gone up 11%. The 
bad news — the number of people for socialism has 
gone up 47%!

    We need to do a better job of educating our 
friends and family on the dangers posed by 
socialism, otherwise we are going to live in the 
United Socialist States of America instead of the 
USA. Below is an excellent argument against 
socialism from GotQuestions.com.

One of the basic tenets of Marxism (socialism) is that 
the idea of private property must be abolished. Where 

Marxism has taken root, land owners see their 
property confiscated by the state, and private 

ownership of just about anything is outlawed. In 
abolishing private property, Marxism directly 

contradicts several biblical principles. The Bible 
assumes the existence of private property and issues 

commands to respect it: injunctions such as “You shall 
not steal” (Deuteronomy 5:19) are meaningless 

without private property. The Bible honors work and 
teaches that individuals are responsible to
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against capitalist countries. ANTIFA is a Soviet organization, founded in Germany after the fall of 
the Nazi regime, and in the spirit of Karl Marx has been working with the Muslim Brotherhood and 
the Southern Poverty Law Center to demonize Christians in America. It’s a very dangerous 
organization.

    Most of the American far left loves China because China is a national socialist regime. The 
Chinese style social revolution is a gradual, overwhelmingly violent, internal revolution against 
capitalists within countries. The late 1960s and 70s saw most of the internal violence as unnecessary 
race bating in cities like Chicago and New York, where there was no slavery or Jim Crow laws. 
Barack Obama, the Black Panthers, Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, etc. embrace Chinese style 
socialism and were the primary instigators of this violence. Finally, the 2020 Presidential candidate, 
Bernie Sanders, will take socialism any way he can get it — Soviet or Chinese style. 

    All socialism is communism. Europe is not socialist! They are democracies with socialized 
programs. People are allowed to own property in Europe. There is no private property in Russia or 
China. Both Russian and Chinese styles of socialism have killed more people than any other system 
of government, perhaps with the exception of Islamic theocracy. Please pray that our country will 
wake up to this fact!

Body, Mind, Spirit Fair in Chicago
    In March I, along with several folks from Midwest 
Christian Outreach attended the Body Mind Spirit fair in 
Chicago Illinois. It was a long day for me as I was there from 
opening til close and had five long conversations.  Please pray 
for Ken, Masjid, John, Maureen, and Gale. The longest 
conversation was with Masjid of the Messiah Foundation 
International, which is a bizarre cult which claims to be a 
syncretic fulfillment of Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Hindu 
prophecy, with its spiritual leader Riaz Ahmed Gohar Shahi 
depicted as the messianic figure of many religions. This 
messianic figure is known as the Mehdi, Messiah, and Kalki 
Avatar as well as the generic "Awaited One" prophesied by 
other religions. There are numerous cults like this at these 
Body Mind Spirit fairs and a lot of what they believe sounds 
similar to what the Bible forecasts about the Antichrist.

EMNR and ISCA Conference
    In May I spoke at the Evangelical Ministries to New Religions and the International Society of 
Christian Apologetics Conference at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. I presented my 
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research into how the New Age Movement is radicalizing Native American spirituality. If you would 
like to watch my presentation you can get on my blog site (discussed below) and click on the video 
lessons tab at the top of the home page. You can also click HERE to go right to it.

    I hope to speak at the Defend 2020 Conference, which will be from 6-10 January, and will also be 
at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. I hope you all can join me! I hope to speak in two 
break out sessions. My topics will be…

1.) Psychedelics and  Altered States of Consciousness: Man’s Portal to Divination or 
Destruction?

2.) The Philosophy Behind “The Green New Deal”

The Group Package Rate for all 5 days is $240 per person and includes…

• Conference Registration ($120 Value).
• Meal Package (13 meals, $120 value). 
• Dorm Style Housing. (There are hotel and apartment options for an extra 

cost)
• Registration includes access to ALL recorded sessions

There will be some big names there such as Gary Habermas, Richard Howe, Abdu 
Murray, and more! If you are interested in attending please drop me a note or call so I 
can coordinate things for you!

New Blog Site
www.rainbowapologetics.com

    I moved my blog location from Tumblr to Wordpress recently and have had much better luck 
getting people to follow it. I hope you all will take the time to check it out and follow me. I would 
also really appreciate it if you can share it with your friends and family. There are articles, video 
lessons, and links to my webcasts on this site. Below is is a list of the articles on my blog.

How the False Eschatology of the Progressive Church is Leading to a Rise in Communism 
in America

A List of All the Muslims in Political Office in America

Becoming All Things to All Men: Was Worship Contextualized in the Synagogue and the 
Upper Room?

The Danger of Bearing False Witness: How “Fake News” Led to the Murder of Millions
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False Ecclesiology and a Quest for Cultural Relevancy: How the Loss of Sound Doctrine is 
Destroying the Church in America

The New Age Ghost Dance: How the New Age Movement is Radicalizing Native American 
Millenarian Prophecies to Create an Environmentalist Death Cult

The Call of Bilal: How Pseudo-Islamic Cults are using the African Diaspora and Pseudo History to 
Influence Native Americans 

CLC and Calvary South Dayton
    This winter Jim and I investigated membership at the Christian Life Center (CLC) in Vandalia, 
OH; however, there were several non-essential yet very important theological concerns we had with 
the church so we decided it was not where God wanted us to be. Therefore, we started to research 
other churches in our area and found a great little church about five minutes from us called Calvary 
South Dayton (CSD). We started going just a little while ago and already feel like we are at home. We 
still  plan on attending CLC on Wednesday nights for their apologetics program, but otherwise we 
plan on going to CSD for the indefinite future. CSD also embraces apologetics and has shown 
interest in me teaching, which is exactly what I have been hoping for!

Raising Support
    I would be extremely grateful if you would consider making my work part of your monthly tithe. 
Haven Ministries is a 501c3 organization so 100% of your donation will be tax deductible. I have 
been working as a Door Dash deliverer to help make ends meet and cover some of my ministry 
expenses. It’s a nice set up since I can make my own schedule, but it does take a lot of time away 
from my ministry. If you would like to support me please follow this PayPal link to make a one time 
or monthly donation. Anything you can do will be greatly appreciated! Thanks!

Thank You for Your Continued Prayers and 
Financial Support!

God Bless!

Stephanie and Jim

stephanie.potts442@gmail.com

720-354-8711
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